Attitude Scale for Teacher Toward Teaching Profession.

Name ____________________________ Age _______ Years, Sex_____
Experience of Teaching ________ Years Region_____

-----------------------------------------------

Instruction:

The following statements show your attitude toward the teaching profession. Please read all statements and response by marking X before any THREE STATEMENTS only.

Statements:

1. I have self-realization through this profession.
2. This profession helps the teachers to keep his knowledge up-to-date.
3. This profession does not provide any opportunity for the personal expression.
4. This profession has more demerit than merit.
5. This profession provides enough opportunity for progress and acquisition of new knowledge.
6. Only the idlers would prefer this profession.
7. This profession satisfies only the base instincts of an individual.
8. I am only slightly interest in this profession.
9. This is a normal profession.
10. This profession satisfies one's creative instinct.
11. This is an interesting profession.
12. In this profession, the heart and head both develop simultaneously.
13. This is a tolerable profession.
14. This is no recognition of one's work in this profession.
15. I am ready to exchange this profession with any of the humblest job.
16. Only a fool choose to join this profession.
17. I hate this profession.
18. This profession demands service without sufficient rewards.
19. Every sane individual should select this profession.
20. In comparison to other profession, this profession is sacred.
21. I have no feeling for virtues or vices of this profession.
22. This is one of noblest profession.